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Wuthering Heights and the Gothic 
Is Wuthering Heights a Gothic Novel?
The Gothic novel characteristically includes a story of the supernatural, the melodramatic or the 
macabre. It was a fashionable form of writing in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 
Some of the characteristic features and conventions of the Gothic are listed in the box below.

Often set in a sinister place such as a castle or ruined building, preferably with 
underground passages, labyrinths and dungeons. 

The supernatural element of the story might result from a curse or omen.

The supernatural may take the form of ghosts, nightmares or animation of 
previously inanimate objects. 

The hero is generally passion-driven, violent and melancholic.

The heroine tends to be weak enough to need rescuing.

1. In groups of three, read about one Gothic novel plus a short extract from it (see pages 38-39). 
On a large piece of sugar paper, list at least fi ve similarities between Wuthering Heights and the 
novel you have chosen. Use the summary of Wuthering Heights below and continued on page 
38 if you fi nd it helpful.

2. As a class, stick the pieces of sugar paper up on the wall. What similarities have you all noticed? 
To what extent do you think that Wuthering Heights could be considered to be a Gothic novel?

The texts – summaries and extracts

A summary of Wuthering Heights (1847) by Emily Brontë (1818-1848)

Lockwood narrates the story as a diary. He has rented Thrushcross Grange and his landlord is 
Heathcliff , who lives at Wuthering Heights. Heathcliff  is melodramatic, violent and solitary. Bad 
weather forces Lockwood to stay the night at Wuthering Heights and while he is there he wakes 
from a nightmare about a girl called Catherine. Lockwood questions Nelly Dean (a housekeeper of 
eighteen years who has worked at both houses) about the story of Catherine [1]. 

Nelly tells him how Catherine’s father (Earnshaw) brought back Heathcliff  as a foundling from the 
streets of Liverpool. From the start Earnshaw’s son (Hindley) bullies Heathcliff , but his daughter, 
Catherine [1], forms a strong attachment to him. After Earnshaw’s death, Hindley inherits the 
power, and eff ectively reduces Heathcliff  to the status of servant.

One day, Heathcliff  overhears Catherine [1] telling Nelly that she cannot marry him for economic 
reasons. He has already left by the time she goes on to say that she loves him. 

Cont. on page 38
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He disappears for three years, returning with unexpected wealth and discovers that Catherine 
[1] has married Edgar Linton (whose family owns Thrushcross Grange). The passion between 
Heathcliff  and Catherine [1] remains. Catherine [1] grows ill under the strain of yearning for 
what she can never have. Shortly after, she dies in child birth having given birth to a daughter 
(Catherine [2]). 

Heathcliff  marries Isabella Linton (Edgar’s sister) and mistreats her, and also encourages Hindley 
to drink himself to death. This he duly does, leaving his son (Hareton) to be raised predominantly 
by Heathcliff . Heathcliff  deprives Hareton of education and status. His child with Isabella is called 
Linton.

Edgar does his best to prevent a friendship forming between Catherine [2] and Linton Heathcliff , 
keeping Catherine [2] in isolation at Thrushcross Grange. However, after Edgar dies, Heathcliff  
imprisons Catherine [2] and forces a marriage between her and Linton, in order to ensure that 
Thrushcross Grange becomes his. Linton dies, and Catherine [2] becomes friends with Hareton. 
Heathcliff  dies, believing in death that he will be fi nally reunited with Catherine [1].

The Mysteries of Udolpho (1794) by Ann Radcliffe (1764-1823)

Emily St Aubert is a child of a landed rural family whose fortunes are in decline. Her mother dies 
and Emily falls in love with Valancourt. Her father dies and she is then sent to live with her aunt, 
Madame Chevon. Madame Chevon marries Montoni who is both brooding and haughty. 

They take Emily to Udolpho (a remote castle in the Appenines). It is here that her life and her 
honour are threatened as Montoni imprisons her and is violent towards Madam Chevon in his 
eff orts to persuade Madame Chevon to sign over her properties to him rather than to Emily. While 
she is here she is also subjected to various supernatural happenings, although these are later 
explained as having less than supernatural causes.

Emily escapes, and after further mysteries and complications she takes control and is reunited and 
married to Valancourt.

Emily gazed with melancholy awe upon the castle, which she understood to be Montoni’s; for, 
though it was now lighted up by the setting sun, the gothic greatness of its features, and its 
mouldering walls of dark grey stone, rendered it a gloomy and sublime object. As she gazed, the 
light died away on its walls, leaving a melancholy purple tint, which spread deeper and deeper, 
as the thin vapour crept up the mountain, while the battlements above were still tipped with 
splendour. From those, too, the rays soon faded, and the whole edifi ce was invested with the 
solemn duskiness of evening. Silent, lonely, and sublime, it seemed to stand the sovereign of 
the scene, and to frown defi ance on all, who dared to invade its solitary reign. As the twilight 
deepened, its features became more awful in obscurity, and Emily continued to gaze, till its 
clustering towers were alone seen, rising over the tops of the woods, beneath whose thick shade 
the carriages soon after began to ascend.

The Castle of Otranto – A Gothic Story (1765) by Horace Walpole (1717-1797)

Manfred has a son who is crushed to death by an enormous helmet at his wedding to Isabella. 
Theodore, a peasant, recognises the helmet as that of Alfonso (a former prince of Otranto). He is 
duly accused of causing the son’s death, is captured and imprisoned. Determined that he should 
have an heir to Otranto, Manfred decrees that he will divorce his wife and marry Isabella, but 
a portrait of his grandfather beckons him away and then vanishes. Theodore helps Isabella to 
escape and she seeks sanctuary in a monastery. She is recaptured.

Isabella’s father (Frederic) arrives (with an enormous sword) to claim both her and Otranto. 
Manfred off ers his daughter to Frederic if he will agree to Manfred’s marriage to Isabella, but both 
Isabella and Matilda are in love with Theodore. 

Cont. on page 39
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There are supernatural events such as dreams, thunder, groaning and sighing portraits, blood 
running from Alfonso’s statue, a giant hand and a spectral skeleton. Manfred hears that Isabella is 
with Theodore in the churchyard, and he stabs her, only to discover that it is actually his daughter, 
Matilda. She dies.

The walls of the castle fall, and a giant image of Alfonso ‘ascended solemnly towards heaven’. 
Manfred confesses that Alfonso was poisoned, which enabled him to gain Otranto. Theodore 
turns out to be the grandson of Alfonso, and he becomes lord of Otranto and marries Isabella.

At those words he seized the cold hand of Isabella, who was half dead with fright and horror. She 
shrieked, and started from him, Manfred rose to pursue her, when the moon, which was now up, 
and gleamed in at the opposite casement, presented to his sight the plumes of the fatal helmet, 
which rose to the height of the windows, waving backwards and forwards in a tempestuous 
manner, and accompanied with a hollow and rustling sound. Isabella, who gathered courage 
from her situation, and who dreaded nothing so much as Manfred’s pursuit of his declaration, 
cried, ‘Look, my Lord! See, Heaven itself declares against your impious intentions!’
   ‘Heaven nor Hell shall impede my designs,’ said Manfred, advancing again to seize the Princess.
   At that instant the portrait of his grandfather, which hung over the bench where they had been 
sitting, uttered a deep sigh, and heaved its breast.

Mandeville (1817) by William Godwin (1756-1836)

The orphaned Mandeville is saved by a servant, and then taken to live with his uncle. We learn 
that in the past the uncle’s mother also died, and the uncle became close to the cousin with 
whom he lived. When the uncle’s father found out, he sent the uncle to London, and married 
the cousin to a Lieutenant. When the uncle returns, the discovery that his cousin has married 
causes him to become delirious, and when the cousin dies in child birth, the uncle becomes 
solitary and melancholic. 

It is into this gloomy atmosphere that the infant Mandeville arrives, and he lives here in 
almost total isolation except for occasional contact with his uncle and with his tutor. His tutor 
is obsessively anti-Catholic and personifi es religious bigotry. Mandeville is united with his 
previously estranged sister and the siblings fi nd a deep attachment for one another. He goes 
to school where he meets Cliff ord who he despises. Later, at Oxford University he suff ers a bout 
of insanity, and even after he recovers he realises that he can never overcome his hatred for 
Cliff ord: 

Cliff ord is my fate. Present or absent, waking or sleeping, I can never get rid of him ... 
He is part of myself, a disease that has penetrated to my bones. If I were to sharpen my 
dagger’s point, and send him to the grave; from the grave he would haunt me ... still I 
should see him, when I slept; still I should think of him, when I waked; and he would be 
the unexhausted ingredient, that turned the cup of my existence to poison.

Mandeville returns home to fi nd a lawyer attempting to convince his ailing uncle that he 
should draw up a new will to include the lawyer as a benefi ciary. After the uncle’s death, it 
transpires that Mandeville’s sister and Cliff ord have been in love for some time, but that the 
sister has chosen to repress her own feelings and to dedicate herself to her brother.

They fi nally decide to marry, and the lawyer tells Mandeville. Mandeville arranges for his sister to 
be abducted, but Cliff ord comes to rescue her and in the battle gives Mandeville a scar across 
his face. After the marriage of the sister and Cliff ord, Mandeville is left with nothing except the 
scar, and he states at the close of the novel: 

Before, to think of Cliff ord was an act of the mind, and an exercise of the imagination; 
he was not there, but my thoughts went on their destined errand, and fetched him; now I 
bare Cliff ord and his injuries perpetually about me ... Cliff ord had set his mark upon me, 
as a token that I was his forever.
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Looking into the novel
3. On your own look through Wuthering Heights and choose a passage which you think illustrates 

the conventions of the Gothic novel. 

4. Highlight these features on a photocopy of the passage, then annotate it with your ideas 
about the way in which Emily Brontë uses the Gothic and to what eff ect. 

5. Now consider any ways in which Wuthering Heights diff ers from a Gothic novel. Does Emily 
Brontë challenge, extend or complicate the features and conventions characteristic of the 
Gothic novel? Choose another passage which challenges or complicates the interpretation of 
Wuthering Heights as a Gothic novel.

6. Take it in turns to introduce your passages to the class and talk about the range of extracts 
you have selected. Do you notice any similarities or patterns in the passages and where they 
occur in the novel (for example, associated with a particular character or period in the story, 
dominated by the same imagery and so on)?

Marketing Wuthering Heights as a Gothic novel
7. Individually, or in pairs, your task is to write a fi fty-word blurb for Wuthering Heights to market 

it as a Gothic novel, drawing on the elements below and those you identifi ed as a class. 

Gothic Features of Wuthering Heights

Heathcliff  as the Gothic villain, destroying women and pursuing inheritance

Rejection of Christian heaven

Transgression of boundaries of life and death

Cruelty and violence of patriarchal fi gures

Imprisonment and escape

Appearance of the supernatural

The mysterious identity of the central fi gure (the foundling with no social status)

The wild and gloomy setting

The extremes of weather

Inclusion of taboos

Death and destruction of lives 

Revenge

8. Read aloud the blurbs you have written. What is foregrounded by marketing the novel in this 
way? What is left out (or marginalised)?

Taking it further
9. You can read more about Wuthering Heights and the Gothic in the article on page 45.


